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The most numerous group in the collections «The little fiddler» and «The hot threads» is 

presented by the anthropomorphous metaphors that describe mental sphere and contain components on 

denotation of the negative feelings — sorrow, tiredness, offense. The second frequency group is the row 

of metaphors with the names of the objects.  

Сonclusions. Bright authorial metaphors with different components are, indisputably, the 

dominant of A. Tymchenko’s individual style. Anthropomorphous metaphors, and also metaphors with of 

objectification of the abstract concepts are those predominating among them. 
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Introduction. Dementia is an acquired dysfunction of the brain that affects mainly old people and 

is characterized by intelligence decrease and deterioration in the cognitive functions of a person and his 

adaptation in society. One of the diseases that is accompanied by dementia is Alzheimer's disease. 

Nowadays, exact causes of Alzheimer's disease are not defined, but research is being conducted and gives 

positive results in preventing the occurrence of this disease. 

Aim. To study the dynamics of the disease course and prophylactic methods to combat Alzheimer's 

disease, which are aimed at maintaining the cerebral cortex functionality, by studying foreign languages. 

Materials and methods. In the course research, the literature and Internet resources developed to 

solve this problem were studied. 

Results and discussion. When analyzing the literature data, it was found that Alzheimer's disease 

(the most recognized hypothesis) is caused by the deposition of beta – amyloid protein in the cerebral 

cortex. Protein causes the death of neurons and severe atrophy of the affected areas. It also causes oblivion, 

depression, speech disorders, loss of orientation in space, reduced cognitive functions, and so on. 

During the study of preventive methods, it was found that active mental and social activities during 

life (reading, board games, solving crossword, puzzles, playing musical instruments, regular 

communication) slow down the development of cognitive disorders and reduce the risk of dementia. One of 

the methods of struggle can be foreign languages learning. A foreign language is a source for cerebral 

reserve of the brain, as it enhances cognitive function. The studied results show that knowledge of two 

languages can slow down the age-related decline in cognitive functions and contribute to their preservation. 

The constant and active use of two languages serves as a kind of training for the brain, stimulating gray 

matter cells and preventing their degeneration. The greatest advantage over other methods of prevention is 

that learning a foreign language is a combined method and it lets avoid side effects on the body, in contrast 

to pharmacological therapy. This method includes memorizing words, sentences, rules, and others through 

visual or auditory contact. It is very important fact that mastering "another" language is a social activity. 

The main pro of this therapy is congregate activity. The person will be among people he can 

communicate with, and this will reduce the patient’s being alone period, as well as the risk of further 

disease progress. 

Conclusion. Unfortunately, today there is no medicine to cure Alzheimer's disease completely. 

Available treatment methods are aimed at stopping or slowing down the course of the disease and, 

unfortunately, many pharmacological measures can cause side effects. An alternative way to combat the 

disorder of brain cognitive functions is a human mental activities training through the study of any 

foreign language. This type of therapy is complex and actually more important, it does not affect patient’s 

health in negative way. 
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